
Musculoskeletal Imaging – 
The Diagnostic Power of MRI

MRI is often the preferred imaging modality in musculo-
skeletal (MSK) conditions because of its superior  
soft-tissue contrast, allowing the visualization of tears 
and degeneration. Furthermore it can define physiological 
processes such as edema, loss of circulation (osteone-
crosis / avascular necrosis), and increased vascularity 
(tumors). Current advances in metal-on-metal imaging 
mean that MRI is now also the preferred modality for 
evaluating and managing patients with pain following 
hip and knee arthroplasty. MSK imaging of the upper and 
lower extremities is performed at virtually all MRI sites 
(98%) and constitutes 24% of all MRI procedures1. MSK 
examinations typically benefit from higher field strengths 
(faster, higher resolution imaging) and from dedicated 
higher density coils which can help reduce patient  
setup times.

Leading in Coil innovation
Tim 4G coils are designed for superb image quality and 
easy handling. These high element coils increase the 
signal-to-noise ratio and reduce examination times. They 
feature a lightweight, ergonomic, and open design for 
better ventilation and exceptional patient comfort.

New UltraFlex 18 coils for flexible setup,  
faster scans, and higher spatial resolution

Small

Large

The UltraFlex 18 large and small coils are ultra-high 
density, with key RF components integrated into the  
local coil. They offer superb flexibility for better patient 
comfort and enable faster patient setup thanks to  
dedicated positioning aids for the shoulder, knee, elbow, 
and foot/ankle.

Improving the patient experience with new, ultra-
light MSK coils that adapt to the individual anatomy

Tx/Rx Knee 18 coil  
with flared opening

Shoulder Shape 16  
with flexible coil element

The dedicated MSK coils provide excellent high- 
resolution MSK imaging. They are also exceptionally 
comfortable for patients. The independent channels  
(16 or 18) provide excellent iPAT capabilities for high-
speed image acquisition. The easy installation and 
handling are a great advantage for both technologists 
and patients.



Tim Ortho Suite
Tim Ortho Suite covers most routine MSK examinations 
and includes 2D TSE protocols in all orientations and all 
contrasts. It offers BLADE for motion-insensitive imaging, 
3D MEDIC, TrueFISP and VIBE protocols with water  
excitation, DESS, SPACE for high-resolution isotropic 3D 
imaging, and a full range of robust fat suppression tech-
niques including STIR, SPAIR, and Dixon.

Rapid and high-resolution  
MSK imaging
Shorter table time & better diagnostic accuracy  
with CAIPI SPACE
• With GOKnee3D we introduced a push-button,  

clinically validated, high-resolution 3D isotropic exam 
of the knee that takes ten minutes2,3. 

• It provides all essential clinical contrasts, PD-weighted, 
and T2-weighted with fat suppression. The 3D isotropic 
images can be reformatted to support image reading in 
all planes. 

• The ten-minute acquisition time of the 3D SPACE protocol 
is mainly based on a 2 x 2 acceleration with a shifted, 
bi-directional CAIPIRINHA undersampling in the phase 
and partition-encoding directions. This approach opti-
mizes the use of coil sensitivities, which helps to mini-
mize aliasing artefacts and reduce image noise.

• The push-button functionality comes from AutoAlign 
Knee4. This feature achieves highly consistent imaging 
and helps increase patient throughput and reduce 
costs per scan.

• With GOKnee3D, you can potentially double the 
number of knee exams you perform. That could mean 
up to USD148,000 in additional revenue per scanner 
each year5.

IW/PD 2D TSE sagittal,  
0.5 x 0.5 x 3.0 mm3, TA 2:40 min

IW/PD 3D, sagittal, 0.5 mm iso,  
TA 4:46 min

Set new clinical standards with  
Simultaneous Multi-Slice TSE
Simultaneous Multi-Slice (SMS) is a paradigm shift in 
MRI. It can cut MSK scan times by up to 48%7. 
SMS TSE allows you to reduce scan time as a factor  
of slice acceleration. For instance, you can perform  
an entire foot/ankle scan in 7 minutes instead of 13 – 
without compromising on image quality. You can also 
invest time savings in higher spatial resolution or  
thinner slices. Set new clinical standards with SMS TSE 
for sharper visualization of abnormalities in MSK 
imaging.

3 mm standard TSE: The labral 
tear cannot be confidently diag-
nosed at this spatial resolution.
TA 4:30, 30 slices

2 mm SMS TSE: The depiction of 
the labral tear is much sharper 
and facilitates a clear clinical 
diagnosis.
TA 4:34, 46 slices
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Metal artifact reduction in daily clinical routine  
with Compressed Sensing SEMAC
SEMAC is the technology of choice when imaging large 
metal implants (hip and knee arthroplasties). It enables 
critical diagnoses in cases such as implant failure or loos-
ening and infection. It is a clinically decisive tool but 
painfully long in acquisition. Compressed Sensing (CS) 
has opened new perspectives to accelerate the MR acqui-
sition process in various fields and can now also be 
applied to SEMAC data. It can significantly reduce the 
acquisition time by up to 50%7. Compressed Sensing 
applies 8-fold undersampling of k-space in combination 
with an iterative reconstruction algorithm. It can produce 
images of very comparable diagnostic quality in under  
4 minutes, instead of 10 8.

SEMAC (0.8 mm)  
2–3.5 mm slice  
TA 10:06 min

CS SEMAC (0.8 mm)  
2–3.5 mm slice  
TA 4:01 min
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For example a 10-minute 3D exam of the ankle can 
replace a conventional 20-min 2D exam. It increases 
interreader reliability, intermethod concordance, reader 
diagnostic confidence6.
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Subchondral defect with cartilage molecular changes on T2* map

Large Joint Dot Engine
MR imaging of the extremities is performed at 98% of 
MRI sites and constitutes 24% of all MRI examinations1. 
Making these core procedures easier, more reliable, and 
more consistent can help improve image quality and 
patient throughput.

Advancing MSK MR imaging with syngo MapIt
syngo MapIt evaluates macromolecular structures and allows you to assess developing diseases before actual  
damage occurs. The clear color scheme makes it easy to differentiate between healthy and degenerating tissue.

The Large Joint Dot Engine simplifies examinations of  
all large joints (knee, hip, shoulder). The AutoAlign and 
AutoCoverage features minimize potential sources of 
planning errors. High imaging consistency makes it  
easier for radiologists to assess changes in follow-up 
examinations.
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Learn from the experience of other MAGNETOM users

The MAGNETOM World is the community of Siemens Healthineers MR users worldwide, 
providing you with relevant clinical information. Here you will find application tips and 
protocols to optimize your daily work. Lectures and presentations from experts in the 
field will allow you to be exposed to new ideas and alternative clinical approaches.

Optimize your MSK protocols by downloading the .exar1 and .edx files shared by 
leading institutions around the world.

Go to: www.siemens.com/magnetom-world > Clinical Corner > Protocols

1 IMV MR Market Outlook Report. November 2016.

2 With MAGNETOM Skyra; total examination times will vary by system field 
strength and can reach 11 minutes with MAGNETOM Aera.

3 Available with syngo MR E11C AP04.

4 Available with the Large Joint Dot Engine.

5 CPT Code 73721 Lower Extremity Joint – Hip, Knee, Ankle w/o contrast for 
2013 (US$282.05) and 2016 (US$237.90). Assume a practice operating  
6 days a week with 1 scanner and 20 patients a day of which 10% of exams 
are of the knee. With GOKnee3D, this practice may now accommodate 4 knee 
exams a day as opposed to two.

6 Benjamin Fritz et.al. CAIPIRINHA-accelerated 10-min 3D TSE MRI of the  
ankle for the diagnosis of painful ankle conditions: Performance evaluation  
in 70 patients

7 Data on file

8 Fritz J, Fritz B, Thawait GK, et al.Advanced metal artifact reduction MRI of 
metal-on-metal hip resurfacing arthroplasty implants: compressed sensing 
acceleration enables the time-neutral use of SEMAC. Skeletal Radiol. 
2016;45(10): 1345-56.

Put the advantages of the MAGNETOM World to work for you!
www.siemens.com/magnetom-world


